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3 of 3 review helpful The Past Out Of The Closet Ann Bannon s I AM A WOMAN By Theo J For a young woman 
just out of college and newly married writing an openly lesbian romance in the late 1950s must have seemed a 
preposterous endeavor Fledgling author Ann Bannon didn t entirely believe it herself when her first book ODD GIRL 
OUT became a paperback bestseller for 1957 But she went on to write several more books in a n 2016 Reprint of 1959 
Edition nbsp Full facsimile of the original edition not reproduced with Optical Recognition Software nbsp The story 
joins the main character of ldquo Odd Girl Out rdquo Laura Landon one year after she has left college nbsp Exhausted 
by living with her harsh judging father for his perception that she failed out of school Laura leaves home in the middle 
of the night and goes to New York City nbsp She gets a job as a secretary in a med The classic 1950s novel from the 
Queen of Lesbian Pulp For contemporary readers the books offer a valuable record of gay and lesbian life in the 1950s 
Most are set in Greenwich Village and Ms Bannon rsquo s descriptions of bars clubs and apartment parti 
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